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We invite submissions for a 30 minute presentation followed by 10 minute comments and a 15 minute discussion. Areas of interest include any aspect of analytic metaphysics, epistemology and logic of modality.

A paper of approximately 3000 words should be prepared for blind review and include a cover page with the full name, title, institution and contact information. Papers can be submitted in pdf or doc(x) and should be sent to modalmetaphysics@gmail.com. Talks will be followed by commentaries.

As a part of the conference, we will host three additional workshops:

Current Trends in Deontic Logics II: Modality, Hyperintensionality, Responsibility
Philosophy of Language: Semantics of Fictional Discourse II
Truth in Time and Open Future II

For these workshops, we invite submissions for 30 minutes talk and subsequent 15 minutes discussion. An abstract with 400 – 600 words including full name, title, institution, and contact information should be prepared for blind review and sent to modalmetaphysics@gmail.com. Please, put the name of the relevant workshop in the subject line.

Deadline for submission: January 15, 2019
Notification of acceptance: February 28, 2019

Contacts
general inquiries: Martin Vacek (martinvacekphilosophy@gmail.com)
Current Trends in Deontic Logics II: Daniela Glavaničová (daniela.glavanicova@gmail.com) or Matteo Pascucci (matteo.pascucci@tuwien.ac.at)
Semantics of Fictional Discourse II: Martin Vacek (martinvacekphilosophy@gmail.com)
Truth in Time and Open Future II: Tomáš Kollárik (mimoine@gmail.com)

Conference website: www.metaphysics.sk.